Molecular interaction and properties of poly(ether ether ketone)/liquid crystalline polymer blends incorporated with functionalized carbon nanotubes.
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were functionalized with a carboxyl group (-COOH) to achieve better interfacial adhesions with both phases of the poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) and liquid crystalline polymer (LCP) in their blend. These strong interfacial interactions among the functionalized MWCNTs, PEEK and LCP improved the mechanical properties of the polymer blend. Three different weight percentages (0.6%, 1.2% and 1.8%) of acid modified CNTs were used with PEEK-LCP blend, for the preparation of nanocomposites. In PEEK-LCP blend, the ratio of PEEK and LCP was maintained as 10:6 respectively. The tensile strength and modulus of the composites were improved by 51% and 73% respectively with the incorporation of only 1.2% of MWCNT-COOH as compared to the unfilled PEEK/LCP blend. Moreover, careful studies of the molecular interaction, morphological, dynamic mechanical and thermal properties confirmed that a better miscibility between PEEK and LCP had been constituted in the presence of MWCNT-COOH. Therefore, it was found that the functionalized MWCNTs not only played the traditional role as reinforcing filler, but also performed a novel role as a compatibilizer for the PEEK/LCP blends.